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Abstract 
First published from 1909 to 1910, Gaston Leroux’s The Phantom of the Opera tells the 
story of Erik, the titular deformed composer, and his dark love for a beautiful soprano. Similar to 
Victor Hugo’s The Hunchback of Notre Dame, another French story involving a deformed man 
in love with a beautiful woman, the setting is a crucial aspect of the novel. Examining the Palais 
Garnier, a labyrinthine building composed of staircases, passageways, trapdoors, and a 
subterranean lake, in conjunction with Notre Dame, a cathedral utilizing traditionally gothic 
architecture, reveals how the opera house functions as a gothic space. Rather than cast a more 
recognizably gothic setting, such as a monastery or a castle, the opera house presents a 
contemporary, accessible space defined by music and performance, desanctified yet still a place 
of worship and grandeur. Not only does the opera house serve as a literal stage for the inherent 
theatricality associated with the gothic, it also illustrates how the opera house functions as a 
modern Gothic cathedral. 
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Setting the Stage: 
The Phantom of the Opera and Gothic Space 
 
From the crypts of Spanish monasteries in The Monk (1796) to the attic storage of The 
Picture of Dorian Gray (1890), setting defines the gothic canon. It provides a space for the 
events of the novel to unfold and a grounding balance between the fantastical elements and the 
anxieties of society explored within its pages. Though the fantastic has been exciting and 
confusing the audience since the gothic’s inception, Gaston Leroux’s The Phantom of the Opera 
(1910) presents it as nothing but theatrical illusion. In the face of a literary and theatrical 
audience, Leroux leans into the performance of his titular Phantom to explore the anxieties 
surrounding the invasion of the nobility, the criminal threat to domestic life, and the fear of facial 
deformity. As the Phantom himself says, architecture is nothing but a box of tricks1, a box of 
tricks Leroux thoroughly utilizes to tell his story. In recasting elements of eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century gothic in the twentieth century, he pits the ancient against the modern and the 
domestic against the foreign. Leroux even goes so far as to pit the sacred against the secular and 
suggests the Palais Garnier is the new gothic setting, the new Gothic cathedral to worship music 
and the arts. 
The Gothic Cathedral 
To explore the use of architecture and space in The Phantom of the Opera, a foundation 
first rooted in gothic architecture must be laid. The structure that exemplifies this gothic 
architecture is the medieval cathedral. Originating in Europe and built from the twelfth to the 
sixteenth centuries2, these marvels of engineering and artistic achievement are characterized by 
                                               
1 See Leroux, page 280-1 
2 See Punter and Byron, page 32 
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the flying buttress, a large, open nave, and vaulted ceilings in combination with ornamentation 
through stained glass, gargoyles, and statuary. As Linda Bayer-Berenbaum points out in The 
Gothic Imagination, the gothic cathedral “is dominated by action, by both the tiny, frenetic 
movement in ornamentation or detail and the larger, sweeping, rising movements of 
construction” (55). The combination of minute and grand seems to parallel the restless human 
experience and the eternal Heaven. In the words of Paul Frankl and Paul Crossley, the purpose of 
the Gothic cathedral “was to symbolize Man as a fragment of the kingdom of God” (290). The 
moment one steps into a cathedral, the vast space and visual motifs of faith and fear rouse the 
Christian spirit. The cathedral speaks, describing one’s place on Earth and the Paradise that 
awaits the pious. 
Whether religious or not, the cathedral does create a space for the mystical, the 
supernatural, in its art and design. First, there is the example of the massive, stained glass 
windows that decorate many cathedrals. The windows serve two functions within the space. 
During the Middle Ages, the windows accommodated the large number of illiterate church-goers 
(Chieffo Raguin 82). By providing a visual depiction of the same Biblical stories featured in 
Mass, the concepts and morals became accessible to the general public. The windows allowed 
the normal person a chance to connect with the saints and figures in the glass while still 
emphasizing their Christian mysticism. In presenting Biblical themes, the glass illustrates its 
subject matter as being literally created from light, as though the figures are touched by God 
Himself. Stained glass also “produces the unreal and mystical Gothic light which softens the 
alternation of dark and light in the mouldings and…unites the pace of a church by its atmosphere 
of mystery” (Frankl and Crossley 67). The glass, while letting light into the space, reflects and 
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refracts the light, sending washes of color throughout the interior. This atmosphere, combined 
with the Biblical iconography, allows for the view into the mystical aspects of the Christian faith. 
Second, the gargoyles and grotesques on the exterior of many gothic structures also call 
to mind the mystical and supernatural aspects of Christianity, particularly the aspects and 
creatures of Hell. While nothing more than decorations, and downspouts reverting the flow of 
rainwater, “the gargoyles and other carvings on the building designed to frighten away evil 
spirits are an obvious allusion to divine malevolence” (Bayer-Berenbaum 58). They lurk on the 
edges of the structure, peering down at the observer, a sort of guardian to the cathedral to which 
they are attached. All gargoyles and grotesques are odd, and Notre-Dame in Paris offers a good 
example of just how odd they can be. Some, like the chimeras are recognizable, but others are 
best described only as “a dragonish bird with sharp ears” (Camille 28). In comparison to the 
statues of saints, visual reminders of the strength of faith, gargoyles and grotesques take on a 
more sinister appearance. By protecting the cathedral, the house of God on Earth, they are a 
visual reminder of the constant struggle between Heaven and Hell. 
This struggle between Heaven and Hell, chaotic and ordered, defines the term Gothic 
itself. The term originates with the Goths, the Germanic tribes who were tied to the fall of the 
Roman Empire (Frankl and Crossley 263). Whether the fall was entirely their fault, or the fault 
of a combined effort of disease, famine, and other invading forces, the Goths have nonetheless 
been held responsible for the fall of all things Classical. Since then, Gothic has been used as an 
umbrella term to describe anything, despite the true origin of the aesthetic, as “disordered and 
irrational” (Punter and Byron 4). Since the inception of the term, Gothic has clearly been used as 
an Othering adjective, the barbaric Other to the lauded Greek and Roman architecture. Even 
hundreds of years after the fall of the Romans, Classical architecture was still seen as the 
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pinnacle of design. Other forms were typically compared to this standard, with the comparisons 
often favoring the Classical. The architectural style now called Gothic originated in twelfth-
century France and had no name (Frankl and Crossley 263). The style, visually different than 
those before, came to be associated as one different from Classical architecture. By giving the 
style the name Gothic, it now carried with it the negative connotation of the supposed destruction 
and chaos of the Goths. 
This negative connotation is best seen in the literature on the rise during the eighteenth 
century in England, particularly with Horace Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto (1764). Walpole 
deliberately calls the story Gothic, inviting the style’s connotation of the destructive, the chaotic, 
and the often-twisted nature of humanity. Subsequent literature, as discussed below, also seizes 
Gothic architecture as the grand stage on which to explore anxieties surrounding shifting social 
order and politics of the time3. The physical setting twists the literary events and becomes 
twisted itself. Castles, traditionally aristocratic symbols of home and safety, begin to crumble. 
Cathedrals, the very houses of divinity, welcome the secular, the fall of spirituality. With this 
twisting and destructive definition in mine, a gothic setting does not necessarily need to be 
traditional. Gothic space can be anywhere and anything, so long as that space is representative of 
the twisted characters and people within its physical boundaries. No longer does the architecture 
need to be specifically Gothic. Through literature, even opera houses—spaces dedicated to 
music, entertainment, business—can be coded as Gothic. 
The Opera House 
Building upon the foundation of gothic architecture, The Phantom of the Opera lays its 
cornerstone in the ashes of the opera houses before it. If the Globe Theatre fire in London was 
                                               
3 See Punter and Byron, page 20 
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any indication, wooden construction and candlelight, the only light source available for hundreds 
of years, make for a destructive combination. Often, though these fires would set a theatre and 
company back, they gave way to new construction and innovation not seen. One such opera 
house to come of this destruction-innovation is the Teatro alla Scala in Milan, Italy, one of the 
most historic theatres in Italy. Prior to the construction of the alla Scala, two theatres had already 
gone up in flames, their wooden structures no match for forgotten candles. In 1776, two new 
theatres were ordered, with the future alla Scala to be built on the site of a decrepit Gothic church 
(Lynn 39). Even though this decision could have been made for any number of reasons—be 
these available funding, adequate space necessary—the demolition of a church suggests that 
music and the arts take precedence to religion and hallowed ground. Spectacle clearly outweighs 
piety in this example. Lynn goes on to specify that the masonry work for the alla Scala took two 
years to complete but ensured some preservation from fire (39). This trend of masonry continued 
into the opera houses contemporary to the Palais Garnier, both functional and aesthetically 
pleasing. 
In addition to its practical improvements, the alla Scala also illustrates how early opera 
houses began to ideologically influence their audiences. At the time of construction, funding was 
provided solely by the nobility that had attended the theatres destroyed by fire. That money 
meant they could do what they pleased while in attendance: 
the boxes became their private salons…Each box was decorated differently according to 
the owner’s taste. Silk, tapestry, or scenes from favorite operas covered the walls, and 
frescoes, mirrors, or carved wood adorned the ceilings. The boxes could be closed off, 
allowing ‘intimacies’ in the box, which gave rise to gossip of every type. (Lynn 40) 
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Like the precedence of the opera house over the church, the nobility takes precedence over other 
social classes and even the performance itself. In resembling miniature homes, visible but 
unattainable by the rest present, the boxes reiterate the nobility’s position at the top of society. 
The alla Scala provided a place for the nobility to showcase their power and make a production 
of their wealth just as the theatrical production played out on the stage below. One example of 
the type of precedence the nobility took is the inaugural performance. On that evening, the 
names of Archduke Ferdinand and Archduchess Maria Ricciarda Beatrice d’Este were “on the 
title page larger than the opera’s title, and neither the composer’s name nor the singers were 
mentioned” (Lynn 40). Quite frankly, it does not matter who the archduke was, just that his 
attendance is more important than the people performing for him. This illustrates how opera 
houses were built first and foremost for the aristocracy. Common people are given no thought at 
this time. Eventually, their slow inclusion began to change the landscape of modern opera. 
Moving away from strictly the Teatro alla Scala to overarching changes at the time, 
progress saw new contexts for productions: the inclusion of the public. Previously, very few 
commoners were allowed into the theatre. However, with the rise of theatre production in 
general, the rise of owners and businessmen brought about a business outlook. Opera, while still 
catering to higher classes, started to take a “new commercial orientation” (Parker 23). No longer 
were common people shunned; instead they too became a mechanism to make money. This more 
public aspect of opera also gives way to opera houses funded as state projects, rather than private 
mechanisms for the rich to exclude others. The move to state-funded projects also included a 
shift in who actually designed these projects. 
For the Paris Opéra, this shift culminated in the 1860 public competition to select a new 
architect for the new, modern France. Open to anyone who wished to submit a design, including 
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amateur architects, the anonymous competition allowed for the circumvention of “the usual 
bureaucratic hierarchy” usually associated when choosing an appropriate architect for a project 
of this scale (Mead 44). After several rounds of competition, Frenchman Charles Garnier was 
appointed in 1861, commissioned to make Paris and its opera relevant on a global scale. His 
design, a classic example of the Napoleonic III style, was a style, as David Hanser writes in 
Architecture of France, created deliberately “to represent the Second Empire” (173). With the 
combination of various historical architectural styles, the aesthetic is therefore built on the 
Classical motif of order and rationality. However, this combination decidedly sets the Palais 
Garnier apart, both in its nod to Classical architecture and its own uniqueness. 
Garnier also utilized new technology in the construction of his opera house. This choice 
partly stems from the threat of fire that has plagued all opera houses throughout history, but also 
from Garnier’s own forward thinking. Unlike contemporary opera houses that still used gas 
lighting and solid stone, the Palais Garnier used a combination of gas and electric lighting and 
was built around a hidden iron skeleton (Cohen 19). The walls and soaring ceilings are held up 
with the iron structure beneath them, rather than the stone columns that decorate the interior. 
This skeleton allows the interior to transform itself. Throughout the Palais Garnier, much like in 
a gothic cathedral, the pillars “do not appear to be supporting weight or to be pressing down, but 
rather soaring upward” (Bayer-Berenbaum 52). The use of marble and natural colors grounds the 
interior, but the soaring heights inside lend themselves to feelings of transcendence.  
A second architectural parallel to the Gothic cathedral lies in Garnier’s design of the main 
auditorium. Due to the nature of gas lights, water vapor from the singers’ and the audience’s 
breath softens the air, muting the reds and golds of the room and creating a deliberate, dream-like 
appearance. Within this combination, “Garnier was here addressing the effect upon the human 
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imagination of synthetic perceptions that mingle the senses of touch, sight, smell, and hearing to 
create a correspondence between the auditory harmonies of sound and the visual harmonies of 
color” (Mead 257). Like the transformative nature of the stained glass, high ceilings, and even 
the burning of incense common to gothic cathedrals, the auditorium was made to play with the 
human senses, to transcend perceptions of normalcy. 
A third parallel comes in the form of the external decoration. On the facades of the house, 
there are statues representing harmony, poetry, music, dance, lyrical drama, comedy, and 
tragedy. In some cases, the female statues lost their specific role, instead simply decorating the 
side of the opera house (Mead 177). This direct mix of mythical and real is an interesting foil to 
the cathedral. Like the gargoyles and saints and stained glass representative of the gothic, the 
patrons of music and performance are the Muses. Despite their status as pagan and mythic, the 
statues are another example of the visual representation of the divine on the earthly plane. They 
watch over those who live and work within the Palais Garnier, their arms outstretched to protect 
and defend. While the opera house is secular, the cathedral sanctified, the parallels between the 
two styles still exist and spill directly onto the pages of literature. 
The Frames 
There is no other work of literature so influenced by the architecture within its pages than 
Notre-Dame de Paris by Victor Hugo. Like the parallels between the cathedral and the opera 
house, the parallels between Notre-Dame and The Phantom of the Opera are obvious as well. At 
their core, each story is about a deformed man who falls in love with a beautiful, young woman. 
For Hugo, the story of Quasimodo and Esmeralda is a mechanism to save the titular cathedral. In 
doing so, Elizabeth Emery suggests that Hugo utilizes their story to present “the Gothic cathedral 
as a reflection of the values prized by post-Revolutionary France - artistic license and subversion 
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against the ancien regime” (19). Rather than use the established, Christian values of the Gothic 
cathedral, the values associated with the monarchy, Hugo uses literary metaphors to advocate for 
Notre-Dame. He refers to the architecture as the “great script of the human race” (Hugo 171), a 
written record where “each mind is a mason” (Hugo 183). Hugo sees the architecture as the true 
representation of thought and expression, the medium that creates a human canon. Without the 
Notre-Dame cathedral, there would be no record of Paris, therefore no record at all.4 Gaston 
Leroux, through his own artistic interpretation of the opera house, also subverts the traditional 
Gothic setting in favor of presenting the Palais Garnier as the new cathedral. 
The Paris Opera House is physically paralleled to the Gothic cathedral, but Leroux’s 
framing devices give the necessary Gothic literary stage cues. First, originally written in 
serialized form from 1909 to 1910, Leroux most likely sets the events of Phantom somewhere in 
1881. This is not a new technique, setting a contemporary novel within the events of the recent 
past. For example, Horace Walpole utilizes “the authenticating device of the discovered 
manuscript already common” (Punter and Byron 177). The Castle of Otranto was published in 
1764, yet Walpole passed it off as an existent manuscript, the events within the novel 
contemporary to the supposed publishing of the manuscript. This technique creates distance 
between the reader and the characters and plot, but still explores anxieties regarding social life. 
In the case of Otranto, readers are allowed to indulge in Isabella’s terrified flight from Manfred, 
without worrying about being pursued themselves. The fear exists in another time and place and 
therefore holds no real danger. 
Second, Leroux’s framing devices see the opera house itself as an actor. In one scene, 
Christine and Raoul are exploring the opera house. She introduces him to some of the people 
                                               
4 Hugo succeeded in protecting the architecture. Between 1844 to 1864, Notre-Dame was renovated from the 
dilapidated condition he describes in the novel. 
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who work below stage, a couple who have “lived in the Opera House for countless years and 
[have] no recollection of the world outside” (Leroux 124). This is not the first time the opera 
house has been equated to a prison, but this description paints the Palais Garnier as an ancient 
building. Throughout the novel, Leroux drops details like these, details that would make sense in 
1909, but not if the novel is set in 1881. In fact, the novel “portrays an obscure and seemingly 
ancient physical environment…beneath an opera house that had been open for only six seasons” 
(Newark 141). As stated previously, the opera house was finished in 1875. The staff may have 
relocated from one of the other opera houses prior to the Palais Garnier, but the building itself is 
practically new. Just as Leroux’s previous framing devices have antiquated the events of the 
story, the opera house itself is performing the role of the dark, mysterious, haunted castle. 
Leroux does this deliberately, creating an artificial atmosphere of decay within the opera house, a 
chaotic dissonance that undermines the events that unfold within. 
Finally, Leroux relays the story the way an investigator would comb through evidence of 
a past cold case. In the prologue of the novel, Leroux discusses his initial investigations, 
particularly his search for witnesses and correspondence from the case (6). This claim of 
compiled evidence, the use of letters and witness accounts, further calls attention to the distance 
between the reader and the events. The reader learns of the mysterious case through Leroux 
recounting already recounted information. Leroux plays the role of detective, a performance that 
includes his insistence that the events happened, that the case is ongoing and unsolved—at least 
in the public eye. By the epilogue, Leroux implores the reader to see to it that Erik, the titular 
Phantom, receives a proper burial (282). It is an odd way to end the novel, but it directly involves 
the reader in the investigation and aftermath. There may be distance between the events and the 
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reader, but this particular technique—confronting the reader in the final moment of the novel—
brings the story right into the present. 
Aristocratic Anxiety 
 As discussed above, gothic literature becomes a stage on which the anxieties of a society 
are manifested and explored. For eighteenth-century England, Walpole’s Otranto introduces the 
fear of broken lineage to the nobility. Throughout the novel, Manfred is motivated by “an ancient 
prophecy, which was said to have pronounced, That the castle and lordship of Otranto should 
pass from the present family, whenever the real owner should be grown too large to inhabit it” 
(Walpole 15-6, emphasis original). The prophecy directly calls into question Manfred’s lineage 
and whether he is truly fit for the power he holds. Desperate to keep his power, he resorts to 
murder. For Ann Radcliffe’s The Mysteries of Udolpho, the fear lies in Montoni’s impersonation 
of the nobility. When Emily first arrives at one of his villas in Venice, she notes the extravagance 
of the first floor. However, this is soon contrasted with the rest of the house which is “desolate, 
and lofty” (Radcliffe 123). Montoni has done just enough to give the sense he belongs in their 
world, but this soon rings false. In both novels, the aristocracy is threatened with destruction. 
In discussing the anxieties of The Phantom of the Opera, one cannot forget the part post-
Revolution France plays, particularly as a society where the Ancien Régime was dismantled. As 
established above, the opera represented the nobility as much as it was patronized by it. Then, 
with the onset of the Revolution, the 1796 French occupation of Milan “removed from the boxes 
the coats of arms of the nobility” (Lynn 41). The boxes in the alla Scala that were once a clear 
sign of aristocratic power were reduced to standard decoration. Standardization continued into 
the Palais Garnier, the boxes distinct from individual seats, but still equal in appearance. It makes 
the new opera directors’ fury over Box Five understandable. Despite his being the titular ghost, 
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Erik has always been allowed “‘to claim a box indefinitely’” (Leroux 43). While it is not clear 
whether Erik rents Box Five or not, the directors are more concerned that someone would have 
the impudence to demand it for extended, private use. Erik’s monopoly of the box, and the 
exploitive influence he uses to keep it5, equate him to the exclusive nobility in this instance. This 
is not the first anxiety Erik causes, but it is one that is complicated through Erik’s own 
opposition of the aristocracy explored below. 
Even with the lessened influence of the aristocracy, it is still influential in life at the opera 
house. Leroux continues to explore the anxieties related to the aristocratic values and the 
relationship between Christine and Raoul. This relationship is only further complicated by both 
Erik and Philippe, Raoul’s older brother. Throughout Phantom, Philippe, the Comte de Chagny, 
can often be found in the company of Sorelli, one of the ballet dancers. His behavior is justified 
because “he was a bachelor with plenty of time on his hands” (Leroux 25). As a Count, Philippe 
benefits from his family name and his family fortune, able to do as he pleases because of his 
power and money. He spends time with Sorelli, but she shows no interest in marriage, and 
therefore poses no threat. When Raoul becomes engaged to Christine, an actress in the eyes of 
society, his brother “is very much averse to this union” (Leroux 159). To Philippe, the women of 
the opera house are nothing but working-class women; they are sufficient amusements, but 
nothing more. Philippe views Christine as a threat to his and Raoul’s nobility. After Christine’s 
abduction, everyone is so blinded by the belief of her running away to marry Raoul, they ignore 
who is truly in danger. Leroux seems to be condemning these fear-driven arguments over 
Christine’s societal status. In the end, no one can stop Erik when he murders Philippe, a 
symbolic warning to those who believe themselves superior based on their class. 
                                               
5 Erik makes particular use of ventriloquism to both scare and humiliate the box inhabitants during a performance. 
See Leroux, page 46. 
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The Domestic Threat 
While the early Gothic relied on the Gothic setting to endow fear, the Victorian gothic 
found the modern, middle-class home to be just as terrifying. Sensation fiction in particular 
captured these concerns, appropriating gothic anxieties surrounding “domestic crime and 
disorder” (Punter and Byron 26). For example, Mary Elizabeth Braddon’s Lady Audley’s Secret 
does not simply explore one woman’s crimes. The novel instead explores the way Lucy/Helen 
twists the domestic space she inhabits with those crimes. Like a well-constructed costume, she 
creates a persona that endears herself to others even as she commits bigamy and attempts 
murder. As her second husband’s nephew begins to unravel her web of lies and deception, 
Lucy/Helen decides to kill him by placing “the flaming tallow candle very close to the lace 
furbelows about the glass, so close that the starched muslin seemed to draw the flame towards it” 
(Braddon 275). Not only is she attempting to murder her own nephew, she uses arson, the 
deliberate setting of fire to a dwelling, to do so. 
Just as Lucy/Helen twists the safety of domestic space into something dark and sinister, 
Erik’s presence within domestic spaces transforms the space itself. According to Leroux’s 
narrative, when the tank below the opera house was being built, “Erik had built his secret retreat 
within the fabric of the double shell” (216, emphasis in original). As discussed below, the 
underground regions of the opera house are frequently described as a hellish landscape, fit only 
for Satan, ghosts, and the likes of Erik. By specifically calling the underground lair a ‘retreat’ on 
more than one occasion, the comparison likens the home, the domestic with Hell. Within the 
opera house, Christine describes the lair as “a room that resembled a funeral parlour” (Leroux 
144). Here, Erik’s home is associated with nothing but death, decay, and his murderous violence. 
The few times Erik leaves the opera house, he brings these associations with him, his presence 
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pervading every domestic space the other characters inhabit. First, there is the apartment 
Christine shares with her adoptive mother, where the mention of Erik creates tension and 
heartbreak.6 Second, there is Raoul’s own apartment suffers when Erik appears in his bedroom, 
causing Philippe to call Raoul mad.7 Erik invades each of these spaces, either by being invoked 
or by literal break-in, and consequently shatters the safety of the domesticity. 
While sensation fiction focuses on the invasion of the Victorian home, Victorian gothic 
also explores the anxiety of reverse colonization. As Stephen D. Arata describes, “the fear is that 
what has been represented as the ‘civilized’ world is on the point of being colonized by 
‘primitive forces’” (623). A particularly good example of the exploration of this fear comes in 
Bram Stoker’s Dracula. From the beginning of the novel, it is no secret that Dracula plans on 
moving to England. Jonathan Harker is only in Transylvania to facilitate the Count’s “purchase 
of the estate at Purfleet” (Stoker 24). Any eccentricities surrounding the Count, such as the fear 
exhibited by the neighboring peasants, the number of locked doors in the castle, or his reading of 
English travel books,8 are noted but dismissed as eccentricities of the Carpathian region and its 
people. However, these ‘eccentricities’ are put into perspective once Jonathan sees Dracula 
“crawl down the castle wall over that dreadful abyss, face down” (Stoker 35). With Dracula’s 
vampiric nature revealed, the horror Arata describes is introduced when Jonathan realizes he has 
helped Dracula procure a way into England. Dracula’s vampirism represents a colonizing 
mechanism that is “linked to military conquest and the rise and fall of empires” (Arata 627). 
Vampirism threatens not only the individual, turning them into ancient beings in modern, 
Victorian society, but also threatens the society invasion that parallels its own colonization. 
                                               
6 See Leroux, pages 114-5. 
7 See Leroux, page 159. 
8 See Stoker, page 23. 
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This narrative of reverse colonization is complicated in The Phantom of the Opera 
through Erik’s own identity but still presents a narrative of exploitation. The Orient in the novel, 
much like the Orient in Dracula, is viewed as a suspicious and dangerous place. The Persian, for 
example, is never given a proper name and is deemed to have the “‘Evil Eye’” by the ballet 
dancers (Leroux 16).9 The opera house views the Persian’s presence as an invasion of a foreign 
and suspicious region. Though France never colonized Persia, once could say that it is Erik 
himself that does the initial colonization. He was born near Rouen, France, ran away from home, 
and “crossed the whole of Europe, going from fair to fair, and completed his unconventional 
education as an artist and magician” (Leroux 280). His nomadic lifestyle gives him his almost 
supernatural skills in song and ventriloquy, but it also capitalizes on his deformed face. 
However, Erik’s creativity and cruelty is distinguished mainly by his services to the Shah of 
Persia. While in service, Erik used “bloody tragedies” of torture to turn the Shah’s 
“straightforward residence into a diabolical palace” filled with traps and secret passageways 
(Leroux 280). In going from France to Persia, Erik symbolically colonizes the spaces he 
constructs. In going from Persia back to France, Erik reverses this colonization through the 
construction of the opera house10. 
This colonization takes many forms, including, but not limited to, extortion, 
manipulation, and domestic terrorism. In this manner, the novel takes on the properties of what 
Arata refers to as dynamite novels, novels with an emphasis on “anarchist or nihilist activities” 
(624).  Toward Christine, Erik is extremely controlling in her actions, telling her “‘that if she 
were to marry, she would never hear him again’” (Leroux 97). Erik has also let her believe that 
                                               
9 As explained in the footnotes of Phantom, the Evil Eye is the superstitious notion that people could gain power 
over others through just a look. See page 288.  
10 Erik wins the bid to construct the foundation of the Paris Opera House. See Leroux, page 282. 
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he is the Angel of Music, sent from Heaven by her deceased father. For Christine, losing both her 
connection to her father and the instruction necessary for her sublime singing abilities would be 
devastating not just emotionally, but devastating to her career. Erik is in love with her but uses 
his knowledge of these facts to manipulate her feelings to keep her under his control. This 
control is only broken by the presence of Raoul and the actions of the Persian. Toward the 
directors, Erik’s crimes are nothing more than simple threats, theft, and extortion. The directors 
allow him to haunt the opera house because he does not directly affect them. Only when they 
realize that Erik’s extortion of twenty thousand francs a month is not a practical joke do their 
concerns manifest (Leroux 37). Corresponding to Raoul’s own concerns for Christine and his 
subsequent challenge to Erik’s control, Erik turns to kidnapping, torture, murder, and eventually 
terrorism. In the finale of the novel, Erik gives Christine an ultimatum: either marry him or he 
will use barrels of gunpowder beneath the opera house to blow it “to smithereens at the height of 
the evening performance” (Leroux 258). Christine, the compassionate person she is, agrees to 
marry him. The choice is nonexistent, illustrating the lengths Erik will go to keep her and how he 
uses her to target those of the Opera. The potential destruction serves as the climax but is also an 
example of the almost comically extreme measures Erik will take in order to protect himself at 
the expense of others’ lives. 
The Gargoyles of Literature 
The final fear at the heart of Phantom is the fear of bodily disability, particularly the 
anxieties surrounding individuals with facial deformities. Aside from being the titular phantom 
within the opera house, Erik’s defining feature is his face. Generally covered with a mask, Erik’s 
face is a source of revulsion, described by Buquet as such: 
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His eyes are so deep-set that you cannot make out his pupils: all you can see are two big 
black holes, as in a skull. His skin is stretched over his bone structure like a drumhead, 
and is not white but an ugly yellow. His nose is almost non-existent when seen sideways; 
and this absence is a horrible thing to behold. As for his hair, it consists of no more than 
three or four long dark strands on his forehead behind his ears. (Leroux 13) 
Born with the deformity, Erik is just as disgusted with his face as the rest of the characters, but 
the fear of his face only masks other anxieties with his appearance. Leroux specifically uses the 
skeletal imagery in conjunction with other fears surrounding heredity and degeneration. 
The first contemporary fear deals with complications within inheritance and heredity. 
One good example is Quasimodo’s appearance within Notre-Dame de Paris. In an odd, 
switched-at-birth situation, Quasimodo’s birth parents exchange him for the perfectly formed 
Esmeralda, simply because he “had been born one-eyed, hunchbacked and lame” (Hugo 145). 
Like Erik, he is cast aside by parental figures due to his physical appearance. As Kelly Hurley 
discusses, prior to and at the turn of the century, heredity “was an invisible source of 
contamination, with the infection jumping across bodies, across generations, and manifesting 
itself in visible physical deformity” (66). With this in mind, the deformities of Quasimodo and 
Erik not only mark them as Other, they imply that their deformities are not random occurrences. 
Their deformities stem from some type of action, contagion, or other source that has polluted the 
face and body. In addition to this threat, the difference between the deformed men and the other 
characters illustrates how “scientists pointed toward the possibility, even inevitability, of changes 
within the physical or social environment that would irrevocably reshape the human form and 
human culture” (Hurley 65). Here, change is being equated to deformity and the notion that some 
unwanted contaminant is responsible for the change. With this particularly negative connotation, 
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it is easy to see how conflict develops within Phantom. There is the change of opera directors, 
marked with Buquet describing Erik’s deformity. There is a change in Christine’s life as seen in 
the arrival of Raoul, characterized by Erik showing her his deformity. Finally, throughout the 
novel, Erik’s genius—his music, his inventions, his talents and skills, his ability to enact change 
throughout the opera house—is always combined with his deformity. Just as Erik’s face haunts 
the characters, it haunts him and his family as well. 
Heredity is only one side of this fear. The other side is found in the theory of 
degeneration on the rise at the turn of the nineteenth century. As discussed above, the threat of 
heredity is seen through the manifestation of a deformity, the manifestation of the contamination. 
Degeneration may be seen as “evolution reversed and compressed” (Hurley 66). Degeneration 
takes all of the advances and positive growth of humanity and suggests these could always reach 
a peak, if the growth has not peaked already. Within several character descriptions, this 
degeneration can be seen. Within Phantom, Leroux uses methods from other gothic works, the 
comparison to children and animals, to illustrate this reversal in growth and evolution. In 
Dracula, the Count is described as one who has a “‘big child-brain’” (Stoker 319). Throughout 
the novel, Dracula tests the boundaries of Jonathan and his allies, constantly seeing how far he 
can push them. This method marks Dracula as intelligent but stunted in his development. Despite 
his status as a centuries old, clever being, his mental capacity has reversed. In regard to Erik, the 
similarities are clear. Erik is the most emotionally stunted of all the characters, his face keeping 
him from normal interactions, and this shows in the way he lashes out with wicked mood swings 
and passionate fits. He is also much older than Christine and Raoul, yet still uses a “clumsy, 
child-like hand” (Leroux 41). Erik may be a musical and architectural genius, but his intelligence 
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in even the basic task of writing is juvenile and unskilled. Through this theory, Erik will never be 
considered a complete human being. 
The second degenerative comparison is to animals. As seen in Notre-Dame de Paris, 
Quasimodo is able to navigate the cathedral with more ease than any other character. In the 
words of Hugo, he has “turned more or less into a monkey and a mountain goat” (145). The 
comparison with a monkey suggests Quasimodo has stunted intelligence and the comparison 
implies that Quasimodo is a literal reversal of evolution, the link between animal and human. 
Erik also represents this link, but with a predatory dimension. As the Persian and Raoul are 
trapped in his torture chamber, Erik is able to imitate the sounds of the lion or leopard with 
nothing but his hands and violin (Leroux 253). Already caught in Erik’s trap, the Persian and 
Raoul become his prey. In combination with the forest appearance of the chamber, the landscape 
of the opera house turns into the wild, a place where humans become the hunted. Erik’s animal 
tendencies mark him as having reversed and his presence turns those within the opera house into 
even lesser animals. His face may illustrate physical degeneration from ‘perfect’ humanity, but 
he also implicates everyone else as being degenerate, deformity or no. 
One particular belief explored through the gothic, and a final example of degeneration in 
action, is the face representing a person’s morality. For example, Dracula’s visage is one that 
fills Jonathan’s “very soul with horror” (Stoker 53). This stems specifically from Dracula’s 
regression from old man to a younger one. Jonathan’s feelings are nothing but loathing and 
terror, primarily due to the obvious de-aging of Dracula’s face. It is Dracula’s face, and his face 
alone, that holds the most fear and revulsion for the characters. Due to this revulsion, Jonathan 
and his allies classify the Count as “‘a criminal and of criminal type. Nordau and Lombroso 
would so classify him’” (Stoker 360). Like Dracula and Erik, a character’s virtue—or lack of 
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it—may be shown through their appearance. The reason for this, reflecting other pseudosciences 
of the nineteenth century such as phrenology or physiognomy, is rooted in criminal anthropology 
and the studies conducted by Cesare Lombroso. 
Originally published in 1876, Lombroso’s Criminal Man laid the foundation for theories 
in criminal anthropology, the burgeoning field of study concerned with how criminal behavior 
could be explained through anthropological methodologies. As Hurley describes, it was a way to 
“chart a certain physical likeness between the not-quite-evolved beast people and the atavistic 
‘criminal types’” (Hurley 103). While the theories offered a possible explanation for criminal 
behavior, they have subsequently been disproven as unscientific. According to Lombroso, some 
of the distinct features of murderers in particular are their glassy, cold eyes, their hawk-like or 
aquiline noses, having dark and curly hair, and usually the murderer has highly visible canine 
teeth (51). This description is rooted in the stereotyped Jewish and Eastern European appearance 
which, in Dracula, is almost word for word utilized by Bram Stoker. Stoker cites Lombroso as 
seen above, but also literally describes Dracula as one whose “face was strong—very strong—
aquiline, with high bridge of the thin nose and particularly arched nostrils…the mouth, so far as 
[Jonathan] could see it under the heavy mustache, was fixed and rather cruel-looking, with 
peculiarly sharp white teeth” (18). Paradoxically, Dracula’s high, thin nose is also the trait that 
denotes his ancient nobility. With this description, Dracula is predisposed to commit crimes, yet 
represents an aristocratic, colonizing force. 
This type of comparison is also used throughout Phantom to compare Raoul and Erik and 
their innate criminality. Raoul is described as having “a small moustache, fine blue eyes and the 
complexion of a girl” (Leroux 24). This description marks Raoul as good through his youth and 
his conventionally attractive yet soft features. He cares for Christine in a way defined by his 
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youth, risking his life to rescue her from Erik’s hands. The audience does not need Philippe’s 
observation that he is “too good for one’s own good” (25). In contrast, Erik’s face cements his 
intentions and actions for him. Christine’s way of determining his character is in line with the 
Lombroso theory. During their time together, she insists that he “take off his mask if it covered, 
as he claimed, the face of an honest man” (Leroux 142). His refusal to show his face marks him 
as a liar at best, duping Christine into thinking he was her Angel of Music, and a terrorist at 
worst, planning to blow up the opera house because people learned of his secrets. Still, despite 
Erik’s criminal face and tendencies, he does not go through with blowing up the opera house. 
Symbolically casting aside Lombroso’s theories, Erik defies his own expectations and does the 
right thing. Simultaneously, his face is no longer terrifying to Christine, having lost its 
connection with the criminal. 
Gothic Performance 
One of the defining features of the opera house as a gothic space is its performative 
nature. As Quite literally, the space is made to perform operas, the stage for the events that take 
place within. While this usually pertains to the actors and singers, the house itself became a 
mechanism of performance, a character in its own right at times. In Phantom, not only does 
Gaston Leroux enjoy playing with who built the Paris Opera House, he also takes care to 
manipulate the natural and the supernatural. As Jerrold Hogle writes in The Undergrounds of 
The Phantom of the Opera, “every setting in Leroux’s above-ground world, it turns out, is as 
entirely artificial and already as filled with deceptive figures of other figures as any of Erik’s 
subterranean rooms for furnishings” (33). Leroux blurs the lines between real and imaginary 
using his novel, the characters, and the space itself, and allows for a truly theatrical approach to 
the gothic and its exploration of anxiety. 
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The initial layer of performance comes, paradoxically, in the off-stage death of Joseph 
Buquet. At the start of Phantom, the audience is informed that Buquet is one of the few who 
have seen the Phantom, coming into contact “with the mysterious figure on the little 
staircase…down to the mezzanine floors below the stage” (Leroux 13). Leroux continues to 
describe the aftermath of the sighting; Buquet is rightly shaken by seeing the Phantom, but 
spreads the story around the ballet girls, the firemen, and anyone who will listen. Life goes on, 
the stories becoming more extravagant, until one day, Joseph Buquet is “‘found hanging below 
stage, down on the third mezzanine’” (Leroux 19). While the telling of rumors might have 
provided some foreshadowing to Buquet’s death, it serves primarily as sleight-of-hand, a 
seeming distraction. The reader does not see this particular event, much like an audience member 
will not see off-stage action. Much of the novel is framed this way: the reader is told events in 
non-linear ways and then has to piece together what truly happened. However, it comes as no 
surprise when Erik himself says that Buquet’s death “may not be so natural as people think” 
(Leroux 35). Despite Buquet’s death being off-stage, and the characters trying to explain the 
death as an accident, the reader can piece together exactly what happened: he was murdered by 
Erik. These off-stage events create suspense and intrigue that is later resolved through the action 
the reader can see. 
If Buquet’s death is offstage, then the characterizations of Christine, Erik, and Raoul 
make up the entire performance onstage, illustrating the Opera’s worship of music. Framed as 
the archetypal Faust, Mephistopheles, and Marguerite, Leroux not only uses Gounod’s Faust to 
define the plot but to define the characters through music. Christine’s life at the opera prior to the 
novel’s events is uninspired and uneventful. Music defines her life, from her father’s Angel of 
Music to her role as a continuous secondary, even tertiary, lead, but the rather depressing air 
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around her music mimics the melancholy Faust describes in his opening scene. Having 
accomplished almost all there is in his studies, he laments for “no light illumes the visions, ever 
thronging/ [his] brain” (Barbier and Carré 5). This language suggests his inspiration and success 
are owed not only to his own genius, but also a kind of guidance from Heaven. It makes his 
calling on Mephistopheles all the more symbolic. Even before Faust strikes the deal and sees the 
apparition of Marguerite, he has given over to temptation. Christine, as the Faust of Phantom, 
becomes embroiled in much the same. She may not have actually summoned Erik, but she still 
expects an Angel of Music, a guise Erik is more than willing to adopt. Under his tutelage, she is 
swayed by “‘the sacred fire of inspiration’” (Leroux 131). This phrase may invoke Heavenly 
imagery, but the image becomes tainted with the knowledge that Erik is decidedly not an Angel 
of any kind. The manipulation of Erik is obvious, yet Leroux, through Faust’s agency, 
demonstrates Christine may not be completely naive nor blameless during their initial 
interaction. She longs to sing and takes the opportunity that Erik presents her. 
 For his role, Erik proclaims himself to be a Don Juan, but is better suited to 
Mephistopheles. Erik does seduce Christine through music, yet the dynamic of the deal still 
undermines their interaction. In Faust, Mephistopheles promises Faust youth, telling him once 
his is through on earth, “down yonder thou shalt be at mine” (Barbier and Carré 7, emphasis 
original). The consequences of Faust’s deal are very clear. With this in mind, Erik’s terms 
become clear as well. Christine simply chooses to ignore them. She realizes the true extent of her 
actions when Erik takes her to his home beneath the opera house. Having entered his space, she 
belongs to him, just as “‘everything below belongs to him’” (Leroux 125, emphasis original). In 
this manner, it is impossible to say whether Christine or Faust made the worst choice. Faust may 
not actually go ‘down yonder,’ but Mephistopheles is truly a demon. Erik may be just a man, but 
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Christine is brought below the opera several times, true damnation for her. In addition, 
Mephistopheles and Erik both taint the good that comes from their machinations. Faust 
proclaims to love Marguerite, but still “with that evil spirit he departed” (Barbier and Carré 19), 
leaving her with their unborn child. Faust defers to Mephistopheles on most matters. There is no 
reason why his relationship with Marguerite would be any different. Mephistopheles may call 
Faust the master on earth, but everyone can see who contains the power in their dynamic. Just as 
Marguerite is a divine force in Faust’s life, Christine’s devotion to music and her reunion with 
Raoul again illustrate the struggle between Heaven and Hell. Music and Christine’s relationship 
with Raoul are subsequently ruined by the observation she is “no longer the mistress of her own 
destiny, almost as if she fear[s] that she might triumph again” (Leroux 55). Her success as the 
leading soprano in Faust garners the attention of Raoul, an unexpected joy that adds to her 
overwhelmingly positive reception from the opera community. Erik sees where her heart truly 
lies and his threats to leave her illustrate his true power over every aspect of her life. He may 
own what is below the stage, but he taints what is above the stage as well. 
 With Christine as Faust, and Erik as Mephistopheles, then Raoul takes the redemptive 
role of Marguerite. Marguerite outright denounces Mephistopheles in front of a host of angels 
and gives Faust the motivation to repent (Barbier and Carré 24). The very woman the demon 
uses to influence Faust becomes the woman who severs Mephistopheles’ power. Inadvertently, 
Erik makes the same mistake. Christine’s performance, achieved only through Erik’s lessons, is 
what brings Raoul back into her life. Symbolically, her Marguerite, originally Christine’s 
musical success, becomes Raoul on the roof of the opera house, far from Erik’s domain. It is 
through Raoul that she is able to make the decision to “‘flee from [Erik]’” (Leroux 154). The 
decision to leave the opera house, leave music itself, is the only way for Christine to repent. 
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Raoul may not have the same misfortunes as Marguerite, but he does suffer both societal 
judgement and threats from Erik while steadfastly opposing him and his power. Through Faust, 
Leroux provides additional characterization, but also utilizes the musical framing available only 
in an opera house. 
In addition to these roles taken by Christine, Erik, and Raoul, Madame Giry represents 
how each character is an actor, not unlike Erik’s masquerade as a supernatural Phantom. 
Madame Giry, as the caretaker of Box 5, has the most interaction with Erik outside of Christine 
and the Persian. As Erik’s messenger, she bridges the gap between the supposed supernatural and 
natural within the novel. While explaining herself to the directors, Madame Giry “drew herself 
up with some defiance and, like an inspired sibyl, finally launched into the last sentence of the 
prophetic letter” (Leroux 178). She is nothing more than Erik’s oracle, a tool allowing him to 
speak to the directors while maintaining his association with the supernatural. Not only is 
Madame Giry given a role, it reflects how Erik acts as Apollo, how he acts as the god within the 
opera house. However, this serious role is turned into a comedy of sorts, mocking both Erik’s 
supernatural status and Madame Giry for believing in his lies. As she defends herself and Erik’s 
power, “the two black feathers on her dingy hat, which were usually in the shape of question 
marks, turned instantly into exclamation marks” (Leroux 179). One almost expects a comedic 
sound effect to accompany this absurd description. It delegates Madame Giry to a visual gag, the 
type associated with melodrama, but brings Erik down to his true identity: human. 
Leroux’s Box of Tricks 
As a theatre, music is at the heart of the Palais Garnier’s existence, but the structure 
cannot escape the divine struggles representative within the Gothic cathedral. At the very bottom 
of the house lies the mezzanine floors, the underground cellars containing old and extra props as 
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well as the mechanisms that run the theatre. Christine describes one such visit and the way 
“demonic shapes stood in front of furnaces, wielding shovels and pitchforks, stoking up the fires 
and stirring up the flames” (Leroux 137). The imagery likens the space below the opera house to 
Hell. To Christine, the underground is a place of danger, of temptation, and the punishment for 
her deal with Erik. Completely opposite the space below the opera house, the lofty roof and flies 
represent Heaven. The roof holds Erik and his influence away. Unlike the dangerous imagery of 
the furnaces, the roof is “set ablaze with the colors of spring” (Leroux 128). Free from the 
oppressive nature of the opera house, Christine and Raoul are able to freely voice their new 
feelings for each other. For the first time in the whole novel, Christine finds safety in the “mighty 
protection of Apollo” (Leroux 128). Much like the saints lining cathedrals, or the Archangel 
protecting Faust, Apollo and the other muses of the opera house watch over those under their 
gaze. Finally, bridging the space between the symbolic Hell and Heaven is the Earth-like opera 
house itself. Within it, there are the directors and the performers, but also the ushers, stagehands, 
attendants, and other people that keep the opera running (Leroux 5). The space is nothing but 
normal for those who occupy it, those that go about their lives with no care as to the events that 
unfold in the lives of others. 
Within the opera house, several architectural choices made by Garnier have been cast in a 
gothic direction by Leroux. One of the most iconic of these architectural choices is the 
subterranean lake. It features several times throughout the novel, both as a transport mechanism 
to introduce Christine to Erik’s world and as the watery grave of Raoul’s brother, Philippe. As 
Christine describes it, the ‘leaden waters stretched into the distance, into the night; and on the 
illuminated shore was a small boat’” (Leroux 137). The lake seems cavernous, the perfect way to 
dissuade random visitors and the natural defense to an underground lair. During construction, the 
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foundation of the Palais Garnier needed to be five stories deep in order to accommodate the 
extensive props, sets, costumes, machinery, animals, and people needed to put on productions. 
Unfortunately, this meant the bottom level filled with water from a river tributary. To solve the 
problem, a tank created “an artificial lake to control the river’s flow and protect the 
superstructure from direct contact with moisture (Mead 147). As much as Leroux would like the 
reader to picture this as a rocky network of tunnels with room enough for a house on its supposed 
banks, it really is a simple tank utilized by firemen. In a way, the lake is a defensive structure, 
just not quite in the manner Leroux describes. 
The opera house continues to illustrate a gothic casting through the artificial performance 
of the space. Through the use of the staircases, vestibules and halls, the interior of the house is 
scenographic. As Mead states, the “individual spaces are rarely contained by walls; they are 
instead outlined by generously opened screens that layer back in space from the spectator” (120). 
In an architectural context, Garnier took special attention to give each space its own, unique 
perspective. In a theatrical context, the spaces are nothing but backdrops, set pieces, and props, 
each carefully crafted to create a specific mood and atmosphere within the house. The individual 
theatre-goer becomes not just an audience member, but an actor in their own right. These spaces 
also allow a progression from an outer façade to an inner sanctuary, from the public to the 
private. Traversing deeper into the building, the colors turn to a softer red as seen in the stone 
columns, almost giving the impression of the “private imagery of a lady’s boudoir” (Mead 118). 
Such an imagined lady may feel the familiarity of the private space and welcome the enjoyment 
of the stage performance. For her male counterpart, the house offers a glimpse into a space he 
would normally have little access to. Such a progression, or even transgression, calls the 
Victorian sensation fiction to mind, particularly the infiltration of Lucy/Helen’s dressing room 
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by her first husband and nephew (Braddon 62). Again the ‘regular’ person becomes an actor the 
moment they step into the opera house. The architecture plays a distinct role in creating a gothic 
stage for the individual. 
         Finally, as an admirer of Edgar Allan Poe11, Leroux utilizes his techniques to transform 
the architecture of the opera house into a character itself. An example of this type of 
characterization, of performance, can be seen in the equally gothic “The Fall of the House of 
Usher.” The unnamed narrator, in the reader’s first interaction with the house, describes it as a 
dilapidated building. He notes that he looks “upon the bleak walls—upon the vacant eye-like 
windows…with an utter depression of soul which [he] can compare to no earthly sensation” 
(Poe). From the onset, the house has an almost supernatural effect on the narrator’s mood and 
gives a distinct, lifelike presence. The image of the windows being eyes brings a human element 
to the house, suggesting the house itself is a character like the narrator and the others. For 
Roderick specifically, it controls every action and reaction he engages in. He is convinced that 
the house, despite his own admission of its non-sentience, has “certain superstitious impressions” 
(Poe). These impressions control how he paints, how he makes music, and even controls his 
sister. With its bleak façade and dank interior, Roderick blames the house for his sister’s 
mysterious condition. This fixation eventually leads to the tragedy of burying Madeline alive. 
As Eric Savoy writes in The Cambridge Companion to Gothic Fiction, “architectural 
motifs in Poe’s writing also function as a symbolic equivalent for characters afflicted with 
impossible desires that insist upon a grotesque realization” (181). Roderick’s fears stem from the 
house and what he thinks it makes him do. Roderick desires to be free of the house, but he 
cannot do that without his sister. As the narrator points out, this means neither sibling has left the 
                                               
11 See Footnote 20 on page 303 of  
Leroux, Gaston. The Phantom of the Opera. Translated by Mireille Ribière. Penguin Classics, 2012. 
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house in years. However, Roderick’s desire to not be alone has culminated in him prematurely 
burying his sister, despite the “faint blush upon the bosom and the face” (Poe). The horrible 
realization the characters experience is that she is alive and has been stuck in a coffin for a week. 
Roderick’s desire to not be the last of his House is fulfilled when Madeline returns, and they die 
together. The character of the house has pushed Roderick to the brink, destroying itself and the 
people inside. 
While the Palais Garnier plays a more passive role, its character is manipulated by Erik 
just as everyone else. Leroux draws on Poe to create a similar personification of architecture to 
commandeer another aspect of the opera house. This time, Leroux uses the chandelier crash from 
1896 that killed a concierge12. When it crashes, the chandelier does so “in response to 
[Carlotta’s] fiendish voice” (Leroux 92). Not only does Leroux use an event that takes place 
fifteen years after his book is set, he gives the chandelier its own agency: rather than someone 
causing the crash, the chandelier seems to deliberately fall. The second example of the opera 
house seeming animated happens when the directors are alone in the auditorium. All around 
them, the same muses that are supposed to protect the Palais Garnier are “laughing, jeering and 
scoffing at their anguish” (Leroux 75). Here, the paintings and statues come to life to witness the 
powerlessness of Richard and Moncharmin. The haunting stems not just from Erik, but the 
building itself. Despite this language, Erik is the one that causes the chandelier to fall in 
retaliation against Carlotta. His presence also creates the terror the directors feel, rather than the 
muses alone. Erik manipulates the house just as he manipulates Christine, Madame Giry, and a 
number of others. As Poe’s motifs illustrate how the architecture performs in response to desire, 
                                               
12 See Footnote 20 on page 303 of  
Leroux, Gaston. The Phantom of the Opera. Translated by Mireille Ribière. Penguin Classics, 2012. 
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the opera house complies, often in dangerous ways, with Erik’s desire for control over every 
aspect of the opera house. 
Just as the architecture becomes a character, it also becomes both a figurative and literal 
mirror. In “Usher,” the narrator describes how the house is reflected within the tarn, “remodeled 
and inverted” (Poe). The house is doubled, one right side up, the other upside down. One house 
represents the external aspects of the story; the house, the characters, the conflict. The other 
represents the internal aspects of the story; Roderick’s fears, both of the house and the loss of his 
family, and his relationship with his sister. One question to ask with Poe’s works is whether the 
landscape is “external or rather a projection of a particular psychological state” (Punter and 
Byron 156). In the context of this story, the answer would be both. The house externally is the 
physical abode of the Ushers, but it is also the House of Usher, the family itself and the 
psychological implications Roderick is dealing with as the last of the family. As the siblings’ 
conditions worsen, so too the house seems to fall into disrepair. The narrator describes that “[the] 
fissure rapidly widened” and how the tarn closes “sullenly and silently over the fragments of the 
‘House of Usher’” (Poe). As the images cave into each other, so too do the external and internal 
come together. 
Within Phantom, the use of mirrors also represents the internal and external, particularly 
in exploring Erik. Throughout the novel, mirrors are the only objects associated with Erik other 
than his masks. The first mirror appears in Christine’s dressing room. Like Roderick’s House 
caving in, this mirror acts as the door from the external to the internal, like “one of those 
revolving doors that have lately begun to appear” (Leroux 203). Christine passes, and later so too 
do Raoul and the Persian, from a space that is recognizable to a space that is dangerous, a space 
that reflects the internal darkness of Erik. This darkness is expanded upon with the second set of 
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mirrors. As Punter and Byron describe, the typical gothic setting often contains “a hall of 
mirrors” where one may see “a previous self perhaps, a childhood self, victim of anxieties that 
should long since have disappeared” (262). Leroux does not disappoint in providing this hall of 
mirrors. In the bowels of the opera house, the hall of mirrors is actually a torture chamber, 
created by Erik to capture intruders, and the only set of mirrors below the opera house. In the 
sight of the mirrors, the Persian describes Erik’s history and how he strangled on command for 
the sultana of Persia (Leroux 231). The lack of mirrors in the living space illustrates Erik’s own 
disgust in his face and the disgust his mother felt for him as a child. This disgust further 
manifests in the torture chamber, where the mirrors physically represent how dangerous and 
twisted Erik’s mind has become. When Raoul and the Persian fall into the torture chamber, they 
have to face the repercussions of the combination of external trauma from Erik’s past and his 
disturbing internal state in coping with the trauma. 
The Masquerade 
Finally, the masquerade ball, one of the most visually striking scenes in the novel, 
particularly exemplifies how the Palais Garnier functions as gothic space. Not only does the 
scene bring Christine, Raoul, and Erik together for the first time, the scene is a culmination of the 
previously discussed architectural motifs, exploration of modern fears, and dramatic 
performance. The first defining feature of the ball, and one of the Palais Garnier itself, is the 
grand staircase the ball takes place on. Looking back at the parameters of the original design 
competition itself, the judges made decisions based, in part, on “whether the contestants used 
stairs to serve the strictly functional need for the vertical circulation or whether they also saw 
stairs in more social terms as places for promenading and spectacle” (Mead 63). Garnier 
understood the French desire to see and be seen and utilized this aspect of society when 
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designing the T-shaped staircase. As one ascends the stairs, the space is open to the floors above 
and the view is unobstructed to those below. In a strictly performative nature, the stairs are “to be 
used by the promenading theatergoers as they were used by Louis XIV’s promenading courtiers, 
recreates in bourgeois terms the spectacle of royal ceremony” (Mead 81). By stepping onto the 
stairs, the common man is transformed into royalty, a noble even for the short time spent getting 
from one floor to the next. 
This sentiment is illustrated in the very different ways that Raoul and Erik utilize the 
stairs. Raoul is a member of the aristocracy, born into his high status, and treats the stairs as 
nothing extraordinary. When looking for Christine, “he did not linger to admire the many-
coloured costumes on display all the way up the marble steps of one of the most luxurious 
settings in the world” (Leroux 104). Raoul takes the staircase for granted having always lived in 
a world where he is at the top. He does not need the illusion of nobility. Garnier’s design is fully 
realized in the characters that do long for something more, characters like Erik. When Erik 
makes his entrance at the ball, Raoul cannot “help noticing, among the throng, a crowd 
gathering...or rather among the groups engaged in the wildest revelries, a certain group pressing 
around a figure whose extraordinary costume” (Leroux 105). Raoul cannot help but be pulled 
into the thematic work the staircase engages in, even with his dismissal of the spectacle of the 
staircase. Erik’s promenade puts him in a position of power and prestige and Raoul is 
momentarily forced into the place of the common person. Unlike the typical castle or cathedral 
associated with the Gothic, the Opera House not only brings people from all walks of life under 
one roof, it forces them to acknowledge each other as equal under the masks. 
As the architecture displaces Raoul’s status, his unease introduces the underlying fears 
associated with this scene, particularly the anxieties surrounding masquerade balls throughout 
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history. Originating in the opera houses of Italy, the masquerade ball was the culmination of the 
Carnival season’s theatrical productions and general merriment. Even with this festive context, 
the ball was considered immoral as it moved west to France and England (Parker 474). This was 
partly due to the excessive eating, drinking, and gambling, but also because these sorts of 
activities attracted the people the aristocracy associated with immoral behavior: the lower 
classes. This association was so strong that dress codes were enforced, ensuring people were 
“decently dressed, which rules out most of the population” (474). As such, the mask becomes its 
own, distinct symbol of danger. Anyone could be under the mask and alluding back to the idea of 
the criminal, the masks “might be used to hide not just misconduct but conspiracy” (474). Raoul 
attends the masked ball in disguise at Christine’s request, but he is still a member of the 
aristocracy. He associates his disguise with nothing but deception. Leroux deliberately describes 
how ridiculous Raoul feels, as he is “clad from head to foot in white like a romantic pierrot, his 
face completely covered by a mask” (104). His discomfort does create some irony within the 
scene. Not only is Raoul put in the place of a commoner in the scene, he and Christine, both of 
whom are wearing masks, do have something to hide. They have to hide their love and their 
plans for marriage behind black and white domino masks. Despite the lack of true misconduct at 
the ball in question, maybe Raoul’s fears of intrusion are founded in reality. 
The reality of Phantom is that Erik’s intrusions underline the entire novel and the 
masquerade continues this exploration of fear. There is his threat to the normalcy perpetuated by 
the middle and upper classes. In this scene, for example, Erik deliberately places himself within 
the operatic elite at the ball. Second, there are his literal threats to the lives of those in the opera 
house. In his public appearance, Erik dismantles the ghost story surrounding his existence and 
proves he is as human as anyone else. Finally, there is the threat of his face: the invasive 
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reminder, or perhaps inevitability, of death. Amidst all of the bright costumes and revelry, Erik’s 
face stands alone as if some “workshop patronized by Pluto, had designed, made and painted so 
perfect a head! The Grim Reaper himself must have posed for it” (Leroux 105). Despite the 
morbid imagery, this description is at odds with the description Buquet gives the ballet dancers. 
While it is obvious Erik looks like a skeleton, Leroux includes a more romantic interpretation of 
his appearance. As Jerrold Hogle explains, “the principal threat of death—and hence of the 
original phantom of the Opera—is its bleeding over into the living world or body while each of 
those still lives, its crossing of the boundaries fashioned to keep death distant from life ‘above 
ground’” (6). Leroux annoints Erik not only as the overseer of the literal and figurative world 
below the opera house but as a human psychopomp figure, able to trespass into the lives of those 
in the ‘earthly realm’ of the opera house. 
In his trespassing, Erik is the only character at the ball not wearing a mask. An example 
of Leroux’s black humor, Erik wears his own face to the ball, knowing the reaction it and the 
distinct lack of mask will elicit from those in attendance. Masks are not just a mechanism to hide 
sinister plots, as Raoul believes. In keeping with the Classical architectural and character motifs 
within the opera house, the masks of Greek and Roman theatre allowed the performer to slide 
visually between roles to the audience (Easterling 49). Throughout Phantom, Erik has occupied 
many roles: phantom, Angel, murderer, suitor, terrorist, composer, enemy, architect. The 
juxtaposition between the good and the bad, the mask versus the face, creates a scene where the 
rest of the characters have to acknowledge Erik for who he is. According to Paola Manfredi and 
Elena Massardi, masks in theatre also allow the wearer to portray the characters in symbolic 
ways. Rather than a changing actor, with changing methods of interpretation, the theatre mask 
“provided an image that wasn’t exposed to the subjective interpretation” (Manfredi and 
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Massardi). Leroux uses this combination of theatre and masks to not only shape Erik’s 
characterization and motivations, but to shape how other characters react to him. During her first 
encounter with him, Christine sees Erik’s black mask and states that “he was Othello himself” 
and refers to herself as “the timid Desdemona” (Leroux 145). Christine automatically labels Erik 
and herself using the appearance of the well-known, Shakespearean characters rather than 
describing his personality or her own. It is not until his mask comes off that she reacts to him 
instead of her projections onto him. With his mask, Christine and the others can easily dismiss 
Erik as the Phantom of the Opera, the criminally mad figure haunting the opera house. They can 
dismiss him to the point of dismissing Erik’s humanity. When the mask comes off, the revealed 
face challenges people to think past the simple, to accept the complex, even if the complex is 
unconventional and ugly. By wearing his own face to the ball, Erik sends a message that he is 
through hiding, even if that exposure spells disaster for those at the opera house.  
Finally, befitting the theatrical backdrop of the opera house, the masquerade ball presents 
one of the most memorable performances in the novel. Not only does Erik strategically use his 
own face, Leroux adds yet another frame to his narrative by deliberately alluding to Edgar Allan 
Poe’s The Masque of the Red Death. When the Red Death arrives in the midst of Prince 
Prospero’s masquerade, the figure represents the inevitability of death, a trait shared with Erik, 
but more importantly illustrates that disaster will come to those who try to exclude others. For 
Prince Prospero and his court, the justification for ignoring his dying subjects is that “the 
external world could take care of itself (Poe 70). Vivid descriptions of the symptoms and the 
sickness’ fatality clearly indicate how the external world cannot take care of itself. Prince 
Prospero’s subjects are completely decimated without his care. For his own dramatic entrance, 
Erik seemingly appears out of nowhere, his scarlet cloak leaving no room for interpretation with, 
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“embroidered in gold, the words: ‘Stand aside! I am the Red Death’” (Leroux 105). The 
masquerade ball has already been established as a distinctly exclusive affair. Erik’s costume 
suggests that the Opera community has feebly attempted to justify their exclusion of him and, by 
proxy, those like him. His crimes may be inexcusable, the product of typical gothic villainy, but 
Erik also calls the protagonists into question. Erik’s performance thus contextualizes his invasion 
with an exact reference to the type of disaster that will befall those that care for no one but 
themselves. 
 While no one actually dies at the Palais Garnier masquerade, the presence of Erik as the 
Red Death paints a clear picture as to what could happen. As Prince Prospero attempts to charge 
the skeletal figure in his own court, he instantly dies, followed by the rest of his court in “the 
despairing posture of his fall” (Poe 75). In comparison, Erik only injures the wrist of one, too 
curious person (Leroux 105). Unfortunately, even with the number of deaths Erik is responsible 
for, this lack of death presents its own fatal concerns. A symbolic disease spreads from Erik 
instead. Thanks to Erik’s unmasked face, his mere presence infects “others with thoughts and 
qualities of death as soon as he appears” (Hogle 6). Christine, in her continuous role caught 
between Raoul and Erik, keeps Raoul from meeting the same fate as Prospero. However, 
Christine’s actions may be all for naught; she herself shows signs of the said infection. When she 
removes her mask for Raoul, “her features were cruelly furrowed by sorrow and her beautiful, 
limpid eyes…had become wells of deep, dark, unfathomable mystery and were bordered with 
terribly doleful shadows” (Leroux 109). The disease causes people to turn into skeletal versions 
of who they once were. There is no need for him to kill anyone at the ball. Instead his disease 
will fester and grow, turning those near him into mirrors of himself. Only the Persian, who treats 
Erik as an equal throughout the story, remains unscathed to conclude the narrative. 
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Encore 
The choice of the opera house causes one to ask questions about the different ways space 
can be used and corrupted and how that reflects society outside of the pages of the novel. The 
Palais Garnier is not an obviously domestic space; it is not the seat of decayed aristocracy; nor is 
it a divine, Gothic cathedral. It worships music rather than God, celebrates opulence over 
modesty, and lauds immoral behavior over piety. Despite this, Leroux still frames the 
architecture and events of The Phantom of the Opera using divine imagery. By likening the 
space to the divine struggles seen within the traditional cathedral, Leroux transforms the Palais 
Garnier into the new Gothic cathedral. However, he twists the use of this traditional space even 
further through the extensive use of gothic anxieties. Leroux’s Phantom may not be an actual 
ghost, but Erik manages to haunt the characters with their own prejudices rather than simply 
haunting the house. In this haunting, Leroux allows the audience to question their own place, 
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